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Abstract—In this paper we describe a measurement-analytic framework
for estimating the overflow probability, an important measure of quality of
service (QoS), at a given multiplexing point in the network. A multiplexing
point in the network could be a multiplexer or an output port of a switch
where resources such as bandwidth and buffers are shared. Our approach
impinges on using the notion of the dominant or critical time scale, which
corresponds to the time-scale relevant for describing the queueing behav-
ior based on particular network configurations. The dominant time-scale
provides us with a measurement window for the statistics of the traffic, but
is unfortunately itself defined in terms of the statistics of the traffic over all
time. This in essence results in a chicken and an egg type of unresolved prob-
lem. For the dominant time scale to be useful for on-line measurements, we
need to be able to break this chicken and egg type of cycle. In this paper, we
present a stopping criterion to successfully break this cycle through online
measurements and find a bound on the dominant time scale. Thus, the re-
sult has significant implications for network measurements. Our approach
is quite different from other works in the literature that require off-line
measurements of the entire trace of the traffic (since in our case, we need
to measure only the statistics of the traffic up to a bound on the dominant
time scale.) We also investigate the characteristics of this upper bound on
the dominant time scale, and provide numerical results to illustrate the util-
ity of our measurement analytic approach.

Keywords— Dominant time scale, Measurements, Gaussian processes,
Stopping criterion, Overflow probability, Maximum Variance Asymptotics.

I. INTRODUCTION�
N this paper we develop a measurement-analytic approach to
estimate the overflow probability at a multiplexing point in

the network. As shown in Figure 1, a multiplexing point in the
network is where network resources are shared. (It could be a
multiplexer or the output port of a switch.) The reason why we
study the overflow probability, is that it is a fundamental mea-
sure of network congestion, and hence accurately estimating it
is important both from a quality of service (QoS) and a network
optimization perspective.

Traditionally, researchers have pursued the problem of QoS
estimation from a purely analytical approach or a purely
measurement-based approach. We propose to use methods com-
bining measurement and analysis. For an illustrative example,
assume that a network controller needs to estimate a QoS param-
eter that corresponds to a rare event, e.g., an overflow probability
of �����	� . A measurement-based approach that tries to estimate
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this probability directly will not work because it would take too
long—any reasonable time-window would have too few samples
(if any) to make an accurate estimation. On the other hand, if we
had an accurate analytical approach to compute these rare events
from the statistics of the arrival process, then we could simply
measure the statistics of the traffic arrival process, and based on
these measurements infer the overflow probability. This would
solve the problem by working around the difficulty of having
to measure rare events. Of course, there is still the problem of
which statistics of the arrival stream to measure and over what
window of time. These issues will be further explored in this
paper.

In the last several years, the observed long range dependence
(LRD) and self-similarity phenomenon of measured traffic has
received significant attention. Various LRD and self-similar
models have been proposed being more suitable than traditional
Markovian models, in that they are able to capture the burstiness
over the large time scales using a relatively small number of pa-
rameters [1], [2]. There have been in fact a number of arguments
for and against the importance of LRD for traffic modeling [3],
[4], [5]. However, recently, the notions of time and space scales
have been able to fill in this divergence of opinions [5], [6], [7],
[8]: Depending on the network configuration, there exists a time
scale, called the Dominant Time Scale (DTS) over which the
traffic should be characterized in order to estimate various QoS
measures such as buffer overflow and delay distributions.

The concept of the dominant time scale is quite useful for
queueing analysis and is closely related to the concept embodied
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in the statement “rare event occurs in the most probable way.”
To see this more precisely, let 
�� ������ be the amount of traffic
arrived during the time interval �������� and � be the service ca-
pacity of the link. If we define 
�������
��! "�#�$�%�	 &�'� , then the
steady state overflow probability (*)%+-,/.10 is given by(2)3+4,�.10'�5(*)36�798��:	; 
<�2,/.10=� (1)

where . is the buffer level under consideration. Now the above
statement says that,(*)36�798��:	; 
<�2,&.10'>?6�798��:	; (*)�
<�@,/.10 (2)

for sufficiently large . . This approximation is in fact a lower
bound and shown to be quite accurate [9], [10], [11]. It thus
leads to the notion of the dominant time scale (DTS) defined as
the time index at which (*)A
 � ,&.B0 attains its maximum. From
(2), it is easy to see that the DTS is the most probable duration
of a busy period prior to overflow. As a concrete example of
approximation (2), for a large class of Gaussian input processes
with instantaneous arrival rate C4�EDF)�
�� �������HG%�I0 and service
rate � , it has been rigorously shown [11], [12] thatJLKLMN3OQP (*)B6�7�8��R�SUT	V � ,W�=X�6�7�8��:Y;@V � ,W�Z0��4��� (3)

where the size of the interval [ N containing the DTS goes to� as . increases. Here, V � is defined as V � ���\�H
 T]9^�_ �a`.9��b$G3.c�H� ` �3b such that the event )A6�7�8 ��:	; 
 � ,�.B0 is equivalent
to )36�7�8 ��:Y; V �d,e��0 . An informal explanation of (3) is as fol-
lows: If 
<� ever exceeds level . , then it exceeds level . within a
relatively small interval around the DTS. For further results and
explanations on this, see [12], [13] and references therein.

For fairly general processes, there has recently been a large
body of work that employs the notion of time scale based on
large deviation theory [8], [14], [15]. This effort has focused on
the asymptotic behavior of the buffer overflow probability when
the number of sources, the queue length, and the service rate are
all proportionally sent to infinity. Let fa�g�'��h���iBb be the buffer
overflow probability of a buffer size h with service rate � andij�k�linm%��opo�oq��iBr�b where iUs is the number of sources of type t .
Then the result says thatJLKLMu OQP �v Jxw�y fa� v{z � v}| � v iBb@�4 �~

�  Kx���� 6�7�8� � =� z � ` | bF ��� r�s��nm i	s��1s��������b��g� (4)

where �1s��������b���� Jxw�y D@)��p��8����
ds�� �9�����HbI0%G��� is the effective
bandwidth of a source of type t (see [16] for details). This equa-
tion is referred to as the many sources asymptotic and has been
proven for discrete time in [15], and for continuous time in [14].
From this equation, the overflow probability can be written as(2)3+-, v�| 0��5� � u��$�n�#�xu�� >5� � u�� o (5)

In order to use the many sources asymptotic, we need to cal-
culate the extremizing parameters in (4). Let �� and ��� be the
extremizing parameters over the sup and inf, respectively. The
parameter %� can easily be calculated due to the convexity of
the ��s��g�����b . Unfortunately, in the literature, there is no general
property that we can take advantage of in order to find �#� (the
parameter that is related to the DTS) [8], [17].

However, by looking at the problem from a slightly different
viewpoint allows us to obtain very important properties of the
DTS. In this scenario, which the paper will focus on, we charac-
terize the input process by a Gaussian process. As in the many
sources asymptotic, this Gaussian setting works especially well
when a large number of sources are multiplexed.

Our goal in the paper will be to develop a measurement-
analytic framework based on the DTS to estimate the buffer
overflow probability. The DTS provides us with a measurement
window for the statistics of the input process, but as will be dis-
cussed, is itself defined in terms of the statistics over all time� of the input process. Thus, for the DTS to be useful for on-
line measurements, we need to be able to estimate it with only
a bounded window of time over which the statistics of the input
process are to be measured. This is really the central problem of
the paper, and distinguishes our solution from other works in the
literature that require off-line techniques to estimate the DTS.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND

As mentioned in the introduction, we will assume that the
input process to a multiplexing point in the network (see Fig-
ure 1) is Gaussian. The motivation behind Gaussian traffic char-
acterization is that it is very natural when a large number of
sources are multiplexed (via the functional Central Limit Theo-
rem (CLT) [18]), as is expected to be the case in future networks.
In fact, extensive numerical results by us and other researchers
have shown that aggregation of even a fairly small number of
traffic streams is usually sufficient for the Gaussian characteriza-
tion of the input process. Further, Gaussian processes are closed
under superposition. Therefore, unlike the case of Markovian
queueing models (e.g., see [19], [20] for difficulties with Marko-
vian queueing models), analyzing a queue with a large number
of Gaussian sources is no more difficult than analyzing a queue
with a single Gaussian source. Gaussian processes are com-
pletely specified by their first two moments. This makes Gaus-
sian traffic characterization ideal from a measurement point of
view, since measuring statistics beyond the second moment is
usually quite impractical. Also, Gaussian processes can have
arbitrary correlation structure and this includes LRD (when the
covariance function is not summable) processes. Hence, Gaus-
sian processes cover all second-order LRD or second-order self-
similar processes which have been shown to be good models for
characterizing actual traffic [1].

Our multiplexing model constitutes a queueing system with
fixed service rate � fed by a Gaussian process )�
�� ���������Z������0
with stationary increments and mean rate C���Dc)A
�� �������lG3�I0 .
Further, let 
<�����5
��x "�#���Z�3 ��'� and �����4 �DF)�
<�A0%G%�F���  ¡C
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and ¢�£��H��b����¥¤*¦�§q)A¨�©#0 . If we define ªF�l�#��.n�$�	b as

ªF�H�#��.B�$�	b���� ¢ £ �l��b�g��� ` .	b £ � (6)

then the DTS �¬«�q�l.B�I�Yb becomes«�q�H.B�I�Yb��¥¦Z§ y*M ¦%���:Y; )3ªF�l�#��.n�$�	bI0�o (7)

Note that this is the same time at which the right hand side of
(2) achieves its maximum value. It turns out that for a very large
class of Gaussian processes, it has been shown thatJLw�y (�n6�7�8��:	; 
 � ,�.2® `4¯ �l.B�I�Yb° ±{² � JLw�y .	bq� (8)

where

¯ �H.n�$�	b³�������F«�q�H.n�$�	b ` .Ub £ G%¢ £ �$«�q�l.B�$�	b�b��-�%GF6�798��:Y; ªF�l�#��.B�I�Ybqo
(9)

This result is often called the Maximum Variance Asymptotic
result or the MVA result. Further, and perhaps more importantly
from a networking standpoint, although (8) is an asymptotic re-
lation, the authors have also shown through extensive simula-
tions that the following approximation

(�n6�7�8��:Y; 
 � ,/.*® >¥�q��8B�´ µ¯ �H.n�$�	b° b (10)

that naturally follows from (8) provides an accurate estimate of
the overflow probability over a wide range of buffer levels and
utilizations. Note that the MVA approximation of the buffer
overflow probability (10) is completely determined by «�q�l.B�$�	b
and ¢1£�� «�q�H.B�I�Yb�b . Here, it is interesting to see that, in the case
of Gaussian sources, the parameter �I� in (4) is equivalent to the
DTS «�q�l.B�I�Yb , and that (5) gives the same expression as the MVA
(10), when the input process is Gaussian [11], [12], [21].

In the literature there has been some work to calculate the
extremizing point � � and some numerical methods have been
proposed. In [17], the entire source traffic was first recorded
and then the whole time interval was divided into a sequence of
time with fixed step ¶ . Then, for each �·�kiB¶¡��i¥�e��� ° ��opo�o ,
they computed the effective bandwidth at this point and finally
performed a full search among those iB¶¡��i?�¸��� ° �po�opo to find��� . In [22], they proposed an iterative method to find ����������pb us-
ing appropriate traffic substitution at each step (We refer to the
paper for details.) However, the rate of convergence (or conver-
gence itself) of this method have not been analytically proven.
What is important is that both these techniques require the entire
recorded traffic trace and hence unsuitable for on-line measure-
ments. In contrast, we will develop a scheme which will allow
us to use on-line measurements to estimate the DTS.

As mentioned before, the MVA approximation given by (10)
is supported theoretically by a variety of asymptotic results and¹

This is often called relevant time scale or critical time scale in similar context.
See [5], [6], [7]

empirically by extensive numerical studies [11], [12], [13], [23].
Hence, in this scenario we have a very good analytical tool
to estimate the overflow probability. Further, the MVA result
depends only on ���º�» ¼C1�Z«�q�H.B�I�Yb and ¢ £ �I«�q�H.n�$�	b�b . Now,
we need to determine the mean rate C and «�q�H.n�$�	b as well as¢ £ �$«�q�H.n�$�	b�b , the variance up to the DTS, from measurements to
estimate the overflow probability (*)3+½,¸.10 (or equivalently(*)36�798 ��:	; 
<�¥,¾.10 ). Estimating C is fairly straightforward
since the rate of flow can be measured from traffic traces by
counting the number of aggregate packets arrived in time inter-
vals. However, estimating «�q�l.B�I�Yb and ¢ £ �I«�q�l.B�I�Yb�b , requires that
we know a priori what the DTS is. But, from the definition of
the DTS in (7), «�q�l.B�I�Ybj�¿¦�§ y2M ¦Z�=��:	;n¢ £ �H��b�G����9� ` .	b £ , i.e.,
the DTS itself requires taking the maximum over all � of the
normalized variance, which means that we need knowledge of¢ £ �H��b over all � . Hence, we are faced with what seems to be an
unresolvable chicken and an egg problem, of which comes first:
the measurement window «�q�l.B�I�Yb or the variance ¢ £ �H��b ? It actu-
ally turns out that we can indeed break this cycle, as shown in
Section III, but first we provide a nice property of the DTS that
is important from a measurement viewpoint.

Proposition 1: The DTS «�q�H.n�$�	b is an increasing function of.UG�� .
Proof: See [24].

What is important however is that for any given � (or equiv-
alently utilization À{�ÁC	G�� ), the DTS is increasing in . . Sim-
ilarly, for any given . , the DTS is increasing in utilization (or
decreasing in � ). These two results tell us that we only need to
estimate the DTS for the largest load and buffer size of interest
to us, and then we can immediately have an upper bound on the
DTS for all lower values of . and the utilization. Moreover, the
DTS depends on . and � only by their ratio. This is very im-
portant because it reduces the degree of freedom from the DTS
being a function of two variables, to being a function of one
variable. This, from a practical point of view, means not having
to take different measurements for each value of buffer size and
utilization of interest.

III. STOPPING CRITERION FOR FINDING DTS

In this section, we present a method of how to find a DTS
using only a finite number of observation ���4�Im%��� £ ���´ÂZ��opo�o , for¢ £ �H��b , thus breaking the cycle mentioned earlier. Since the DTS
itself is defined as a global maxima of a function ªF�H�#��.n�$�	b , we
might have to estimate ¢ £ �H��b for all �{,¸� in order to calcu-
late the DTS. Thus, it is not suitable for an on-line measurement
based analysis since it requires measurements over an infinite
amount of time. To overcome this, we would really like to find a
function such that measuring this function over a finite amount
of time would enable us to find the global maximum. We show
below that there indeed exists such a function and hence a stop-
ping criterion for finding «�q�H.B�I�Yb , telling us that once the stop-
ping criterion is satisfied, we don’t have to estimate ¢ £ �H��b for
larger values of � . First we need the following results:
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Proposition 2: Let 
�� ������� be a stochastic process with sta-
tionary increments. Then, for any convex function Ã , the func-
tion Ä"�l��bÅ���½�´[<)%ÃB��Æ�Ç ;pÈ �ÊÉ� bI0 is subadditive, i.e., Ä"�� ` ��b&ËÄ"�gAb ` Ä"�l��b for all �������� .

Proof: Observe that

Ã{Ì 
&� �9��� ` p�� `  Í� Ã Ì 
&� �9����� ` 
�� �#��� ` p�� `  Í� Ã{Ì �� `  � 
�� �������� b ` � `  � 
�� �#��� ` q� b ÍË �� `  Ã Ì 
&� �9������ Í ` � `  Ã Ì 
�� �#��� ` p� Í o
Thus, by taking expectations, we get the result from stationary
increments property.

Proposition 3: Let ¢ £ �H��b��ºÎQÏ=Ð=)�
�� ��������0 . Then, Ð��H��bÅ���¢ £ �H��b�G%� is subadditive and Ñ<�H��b����Ò¢ £ �H��b�G%� £ satisfies the fol-
lowing relation:Ó �l��b���� M ¦Z�Ô R Ç �lÕ £ È �ÊÉ ÑÖ�l×Ub���Ñ<��3b#� for all ·�/�#o (11)

Proof: In Proposition 2, setting ÃB��Ø b"�k��Ø b £ gives the first
result. For the second result, let ~	��ÙU����b"���4� °=Ú � m �#� °�Ú ��� where Ù
is a positive integer. Then by definition,Ó � ° Ú ��b*� M ¦%�Ô R ��� Ú È � � Ñ<�l×Ubqo (12)

First, note that for any Û ± ~	��ÙU����b , there exist Ün��Ý ± ~	��Ùd /������b
such that Ûµ� Ü ` Ý . SinceÑ<�HÛ�bÞ� ÑÖ�!Ü ` ÝZbË ÜÜ ` Ý Ñ<��ÜUb ` ÝÜ ` Ý Ñ<�lÝZb (subadditivity of Ð��l��b )Ë M ¦Z�Y)3Ñ<��Ü	bq��Ñ<�lÝZb#0��
hence, we haveÑ<�HÛ�b�Ë M ¦%�Ô R ��� Ú � m#È � � ÑÖ�l×Ub*� Ó � ° Ú � m ��bqo (13)

Since (13) holds for any Û ± ~Y�gÙU����b , then
M ¦%�Yß R �p� Ú È � � ÑÖ�lÛ�bQËÓ � ° Ú � m ��b . Therefore, from the definition of Ó � ° Ú ��b (see (12)), it

follows that Ó � °�Ú ��b is decreasing in Ùµ�5���p��� ° �popo�o , for any fixed� .
Now, for any d�¥� , we can take Ùà�-� such that  ± ~Y�gÙU����b .

Thus, we finally getÑ<��3b�Ë M ¦Z�Ô R ��� Ú È � � ÑÖ�l×Ub*� Ó � ° Ú ��b³Ë Ó � ° Ú � m ��b"Ë?ØpØ�Ø�Ë Ó �l��b#o
This completes the proof.

Now we are ready to prove our main theorem.

Theorem 1: Suppose that for a given .�GZ��,¸� , there exist
positive numbers � � and Ü satisfyingÓ �H� � b�� M ¦%�Ô R Ç �lá�Õ £ È �lá�É Ñ<�l×Ub�Ë¼� ÜÜ ` � b £ Ñ<� ÜY.� b#� (14)

then «�q�H.n�$�	b�Ë�� � .
Proof: Observe that� £ ªF�H�#��.n�$�	b*� ¢ £ �H��b�l� ` .�GZ�	b £ �?ÑÖ�l��bq� �� ` .UG�� b £ o

Then clearly � £ ªF�l�#��.n�$�	bãâÁÑ<�H��b for all �#��.UG���,�� . For suchÜ and � � satisfying (14), suppose first that � � â»Ü9.UG�� . Then
by (14), we have Ó �H� � baâ5Ñ<��Ü9.�GZ�	b and this contradicts to (11).
Thus we get � � �jÜ9.UG�� . Now for all �³�&� � , we have� £ ªF�H�#��.B�$�	bäâ ÑÖ�l��b³Ë Ó �H� � b³Ë¼� ÜÜ ` � b £ Ñ<� Ü9.� b� � £ ªF��Ü9.�GZ�B��.n�$�	b#�
by Proposition 3. Hence, «�q�H.n�$�	b�Ë�� � .

Note that Theorem 1 holds for any 
�� ������� with stationary in-
crements. In fact, since the Hurst parameter å is almost always
assumed to be less than � (“ åæ�º� ” corresponds to the case
that 
�� �������ã��
{� for some random variable 
 ), Ñ<�l��b{çè�
as �5ç é . Thus

JxKLM � OãP Ó �H��b5�æ� and hence � � can al-
ways be chosen to be finite for any fixed Ün��.�GZ��,¸� . Thus,
in order to use Theorem 1 for a given buffer level . and uti-
lization (or equivalently � ), first we estimate Ñ<�l��b for several
values of �¬�Á� m ��� £ �po�opop���´ê . Then we set the positive numbersÜk�¸Ü m �lÜ £ ��opopo��lÜ	ê such that Ü	ël.�GZ�Á�º�´ë . For example, setÜ �?Ü�m , and compare the right hand side of (14) with Ó �H� ë b for
different values of ì . If (14) is satisfied for a certain pair, then
we immediately get an upper bound on «�q�H.n�$�	b , and the DTS can
be found by searching Ñ<�H��b up to this bound.

Now in order to investigate the tightness of the bound, we
consider the following two special cases.

A. Fractional Brownian motion case

Suppose that ¢ £ �l��b"�-Î·� £$í for ��,?� , i.e., the input process
���������b is a fractional Brownian motion process with Hurst pa-
rameter å ± � ��o�î����Ab . Then, from (14), and since we can freely
choose the positive constant Ü , the smallest � � can be found as� � � ° MÖKL�ï%ð ; �L�´� ` �Ü b4ññ ^�ò Ü�� . � o (15)

Direct calculations show that the right hand side of (15) is min-
imized when Ü¡��Ü��a� ím � í and that the resulting � � is

� � � ° � �å b ññ ^�ò å�"  å .�� ° � �å b4ññ ^�ò «�q�l.B�I�Yb2� | �lå}b «�q�H.n�$�	b#�
where

| ��å�b'��� ° � mí b-ññ ^�ò . Fig. 2 shows that
| �lå}b is a strictly

decreasing function of å and that
° �dâ | ��å�b�Ë5ó . This means

that for a fBm process, in the worst case scenario, the stopping
criterion will give a measurement window that is eight times the
DTS.
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Fig. 2. ôHõIö%÷ô�øxù�ú�û�ü for fractional Brownian motion

B. Large buffer case

In this section, we will see the behavior of � � GY«�q�H.B�I�Yb as .
increases to infinity. First, suppose that ¢ £ �l��b*ý?ÎQ� £�í , i.e.,JLKxM� OQP ¢ £ �H��bÎ·� £$í �4��� (16)

where �9o îdË�å¸âW� . Then, we have the following.

Proposition 4: Let � � �H.n�$�	b be the number satisfying (14)
with equality, þ that is,Ó �H� � �l.B�I�Yb�b���� M ¦%�ï%ð ; � ÜÜ ` � b £ Ñ<� ÜY.� bqo (17)

Then, for any fixed �à,/� ,JxKLMN3OQP � � �l.B�$�	b«�q�H.B�I�Yb � | �lå�b*� ° � �å b-ññ ^�ò o (18)

Proof: Clearly, � � �H.n�$�	b¡��Ü9.�GZ� for any Ü that satisfies
(14), and note that

� ÜÜ ` � b £ Ñ<� ÜY.� b*� ¢ £ ��ÜY.UG��Yb��Ü9.�GZ� ` .UG��Yb £ o
Let ÜU���H.Ub be the maximizer of the right hand side of (17) for a
given .�GZ� , then we already know that Ü1���H.	b´.UG����ÿ«�q�l.B�I�Yb<ýím � í N � [12]. So, we haveJLKLMN3OQP Ü � �H.	b�� å�"  å o (19)

Thus � � �l.B�I�Yb � é as . � é . Also, from (16), we know thatJxKLM� OQP ÑÖ�l��bÎ·� £$í � £ �¼��o (20)

In other words, for any given �a,/� , we can choose �Þ,/� such
that �´�" ��Ib�Î·� £$í � £ Ë�ÑÖ�l��b³Ë���� ` �#b�Î·� £$í � £
�
If ����	�
��������øxôlü���� , it is easy to show that �*øxôlü is continuous for all ô��� using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and stationary increment property. Hence� øLôlü is also continuous and the equality in (14) can be achieved.

for all �³��� . Thus by definition of Ó �H��b , we have

���" ��#b�Î�� �° b £$í � £ Ë Ó �l��b³ËW��� ` �#b�Î � �° b £$í � £
for all �³� ° � . HenceJLKLMN3OQP Ó �l� � �H.B�I�Yb�bÎ��l� � �H.n�$�	b�G ° b £$í � £ �¼��o (21)

Now, from (17), Ó �H� � �l.B�$�	b�b can be represented as

Ó �l� � �H.B�I�Yb�b2��� Ü��Z�l.	bÜ � �H.Ub ` � b £ Ñ<� Ü��%�H.Ub�.� b#o
By rewriting this asÓ �l� � �H.n�$�	b�bÎ��l� � �H.n�$�	b�G ° b £$í � £ �Ì ÜU���H.UbÜ � �l.	b ` ��Í £ Ñ<��Ü��Z�l.	b´.UGZ�	bÎ��!Ü � �H.	b´.UG��Yb £�í � £ Ì Ü��Z�l.	b�.�GZ��H� � �H.B�I�Yb$G ° b%Í £$í � £ �
we haveJLKxMNAOãP � � �l.B�$�	b° «�#�H.n�$�	b «�q�l.B�I�YbÜ � �l.	b�.�GZ� � Ü � �H.	bÜ � �l.	b ` � b-ñòB^ ñ �¼� (22)

from (20) and (21) . Therefore, we have (18) from (19).
From (18), we know that there exists � ,Þ� such that� � �H.n�$�	b�GY«�p�H.n�$�	b�Ë�� for all .-, � . Further, as . increases,

this function converges to a constant
| ��å�b . Although this is an

asymptotic result, we see in the next section using real traces
that � � �H.n�$�	b�G «�q�l.B�I�Yb is no larger than � for most of the buffer
levels . .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using (14), we can find the DTS for different values of . and� . Since the DTS is a function of .�GZ� , we will fix � in the
remainder of the paper and focus on the DTS as the buffer size. increases. Similarly, we could apply our result to the case of
fixed buffer size and different utilizations (or � ). In this section
we propose a simple algorithm to find � � �H.n�$�	b and show that� � �H.n�$�	b�G «�p�H.n�$�	b is usually small as suggested by Proposition 4,
for several different input traffic scenarios. Since the point of the
paper is not to develop new estimation schemes for calculating
the mean or the variance at a given point (which can be done
by using a variety of standard methods), we assume that our
estimates of C and Ñ<�l��b are accurate. Let the smallest time scale
available be normalized to one. For example, if input traffic is
an MPEG-encoded video sequence with 25 frames/sec and only
frame level data are available, then one time unit corresponds to
40msec. Suppose that we measure Ñ<�´�3b#��Ñ<� ° b#��opo�o as time goes
on and that we want to find «�q�H.n�$�	b for .��4ì´¶¡��ìa��������� ° �po�opo
where ¶ is the buffer step size. Then, although Theorem 1 is
stated for the continuous time case, it is straightforward to see
that we can still use it for the discrete time case as shown below.
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A. Stopping algorithm

We can use (14) in the following form:
Discrete version of Theorem 1: If there exist positive integersìI�gt and even number i satisfyingÓ �HiBb³��� M ¦%�ê Õ £ � Ô � ê Ñ<�H×�b2Ë¼� të"!� ` t b £ Ñ<�xt�b#� (23)

then «�q�Hì´¶¡�$�	b³Ë&i .

Suppose we know Ñ<�´�Abq��Ñ<� ° b#��opopop��Ñ<�HiBb . Then in order to
apply our stopping criterion, we first compute Ó �HiBb and we com-
pare every pair of these values to see if (23) holds. If (23) is
satisfied for a certain pair, then we immediately get the upper
bound and hence we can find «�q�Hì´¶¡�$�	b without knowing all Ñ<�HiBb
for ij�?� .

Let � � �lì$�I�Yb be the upper bound on «�q�lì´¶ �I�Yb from (23) and letÏU�HìI�gt�bj��� �Lt�G��Hì´¶µGZ� ` t�b�b £ . Fig. 3 shows the algorithm for
finding � � �HìI�$�	b for ìd� ��� ° �popo�oq�#� while measuring ÑÖ�liBb asi increases. This algorithm can be explained as follows. Let
 �¾)�. ë È s�0 be a matrix where . ë È s?���ºÏU�HìI�gt�b�ÑÖ�Lt�b for ì{���� ° ��opopop�#� . Note that . ë È s decreases as ì increases and thatÑ<�HiBb completely specifies i �%$ column of 
 . First, set ì·�¸� .
Whenever a new value of Ó �HiBb is available, we compare it with. ë È s for td�4��� ° �po�opoq��i . If (23) is satisfied for some &tY�³�·Ë'&t Ëi , then we get � � �HìI�$�	b2�5i . In this case, we fix &t �%$ column and
continue to compare .)( È *s with Ñ<�liBb for +B�5ì ` ����ì ` ° �po�opo , until
the condition (23) with ì replaced by + is violated. This will give� � �,+´�$�	b��¼i . Once we have found � � �HìI�$�	b for ì������ ° �popo�oq�#� ,
the DTS «�q�Hì´¶¡�$�	b can be obtained by simply searching . ë È s for«�q���lìF /�3b�¶¡�$�	b�Ë�tàË¥� � �lì$�I�Yb using Proposition 1. This can be
done by any sophisticated searching method, or we can integrate
this with the above algorithm.

B. Simulations

To experimentally validate our stopping criterion and numer-
ically investigate the bound, we use MPEG-1 and JPEG en-
coded Star Wars video traffic sequences whose frame interval
is 40msec. The first set is 20 multiplexed JPEG sources and
the other one is 40 multiplexed MPEG sources. We set the uti-
lization parameter Àà��C	G�� to 0.9 throughout our simulations,
unless otherwise noted. For the JPEG case, we have observed
(after calculating all the ¢ £ �l��b !) that the function ªF�l�#��.n�$�	b in (6)
is a uni-modal function for all .�,¼� . However, for the MPEG
case, due to its periodic nature, the function ªF�H�#��.B�$�	b generally
has more than one local maximum for all the values of .&,�� .
Thus, without our stopping criterion, we have to measure ¢ £ �H��b
for all ��,&� to find the global maximum of ªF�H�#��.B�I�Yb .

Figs. 4 and 5 show the resulting DTS and its upper bound
from the stopping criterion for the JPEG and MPEG sequences,
respectively. We see that «�q�H.n�$�	b and � � �H.n�$�	b increase as the
buffer size increases in both cases. Although Fig. 5 is obtained
under À{�Á��o - , we can use this figure for different utilizations.
Suppose that our new utilization is À and the maximum buffer
delay is .Ö� 15ms. Then the buffer size required for this utiliza-
tion À becomes C/.�G%À . Let . be the corresponding buffer size in

current_loop = 0

loop = current_loop,  prev_loop = loop

j = j+1

START

=>

i = start, j = 1, loop = prev_loop = 0

=<j n

=<Calculate  and update R(k) (k n),  g(n)

=>

st κ(i,   )

st

No

Yes

Yes

a(l,j)R(j) g(n)

 = n,  current_loop ++, l = i+1

κ(l,   ) = n,  current_loop ++, l ++

No

Yes

No

prev_loop < current_loop

Set n = 2, start = 1

Yes

No

ENDstart > M Yes

a(i,j)R(j) 

No

g(n)

start = start + loop,  n = n+2

Fig. 3. Algorithm for finding ô õ ø10gúgû�ü , the upper bound on the dominant time
scale

Fig. 5. Then we have .� m;32 4  /�Ab�C � C/.�G%À� m5  &�3b�C �
where CÅ� �6� ° î·Ø87=ó bytes/40ms. For example, take À}�k�9o î .
Then we get .¡�-�:9�î�Ø"7�ó bytes in the above equation and we can
obtain the corresponding DTS and its upper bound from Fig. 5
as «�q�H.n�$�	bd> ó�� ms and � � �l.B�$�	bd>;7���� ms. Thus, in the above
setting, we only need to measure ¢ £ �l��b or correlations up to
400ms or 10 frame intervals. Fig. 6 shows � � �l.B�I�Yb$G9«�q�H.n�$�	b as
a function of buffer size. For the JPEG case, the ratio is well
behaved for all buffer sizes under consideration. In contrast, for
the MPEG case, the ratio � � �H.n�$�	b�G «�q�H.B�I�Yb is irregular because of
the periodic nature of MPEG traffic. For a buffer size of 7����2Ø<7�ó
bytes, the ratio reaches 17.5 and it is omitted from the figure.
However, the upper bound � � �H.n�$�	b is still relatively small at this
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Fig. 4. ÷ô�øLù�ú�û�ü and ô õ øxù�ú�û�ü for 20 multiplexed JPEG video traffic
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Fig. 5. ÷ô�øxù�ú�û�ü and ô õ øxù�ú�û�ü for 40 multiplexed MPEG video traffic

point. Here, it should be pointed out that our stopping criterion
is guaranteed to work for any stationary input traffic and that,
as predicted from Proposition 4, the ratio � � �H.n�$�	b�G «�q�l.B�I�Yb is no
larger than 6 for most of the buffer sizes used in our simulation.
This property enables us to apply our stopping criterion to an
on-line measurement framework. Fig. 7 shows the buffer over-
flow probability for 40 multiplexed MPEG sequence with 95%
confidence interval and the MVA approximation (given by (10))
using our stopping criterion for the calculation of DTS. Since
the accuracy of the MVA approximation has already been ver-
ified for general sets of real traffic [11], [12], [23], we do not
provide further results on this.

From the structure of the MVA approximation and our stop-
ping criterion, we can use Fig. 7 to solve different network prob-
lems. Let �-�=� ° � Mbps and the maximum buffer delay be .Ö�
15ms. Suppose we want to determine the maximum number
of sources i such that the probability of delay violation is no
more than >@?5�4�����BA . We assume that the sources are i.i.d and
that the 40 multiplexed MPEG sequence represents one source.
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Fig. 6. ô õ øxù�ú�û�ülö ÷ô�øLù�ú�û�ü as a function of ù for JPEG and MPEG video traffic
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Fig. 7. Buffer overflow probability and its MVA approximation for 40 multi-
plexed MPEG video traffic. Utilization is set to CD�E�:F GIH

Then our problem is to find the largest i ( �àâWi�â¼�¬GZC ) such
that

6�7�8��:Y; i1¢ £ �l��b���g�? jiBC	b�� ` �J.�b�b £ Ë� �° Jxw�y > ? ���LKã� (24)

where C and ¢ £ �l��b are the mean and the variance function of the
source. This kind of problem is very important for Admission
Control. Let ic� be the largest number of such sources that can be
admitted without violating the overflow probability constraint.
Then, since the left hand side of (24) increases as i increases,in� must satisfy (24) with equality, and the resulting equation has
a unique solution ic� for any given K . M Rewriting (24) gives us

6�7�8��:Y; ¢ £ �H��b���9� ` �:NPON � êRQ b £ �'K �g�� }iBC	b £� £ i � (25)

S
We assume that T is a real valued number in (24). The actual number then

becomes UVTRW .
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Fig. 8. Calculating the maximum number of sources to be accepted under X)Y[Z\ �:]_^ and maximum buffer delay = 15ms for two different service capacity`
.

where �/�Ò�´�%G3Àµ W�Ab�C and À is the utilization used in Fig. 7,
i.e., ÀÖ�?��o ó�î . Now let . and a be defined as

.¡� �	�J.�? jiBC � and a<�=K �g�W }iBC	b £� £ i o (26)

Substituting . in terms of i into a gives

a<� K'CY�J. £.n�H.¡  �/.�b � (27)

where .¥,��/. since ��â�i?â��¬GZC . However, note that the .
and a also should satisfy the following equation (from (25))

aµ�56�7�8��:Y; ¢ £ �H��b���9� ` .Ub £ � (28)

and that the MVA curve in Fig. 7 is nothing but �p��8B�´ ·�%G ° a�b as
a function of . . Thus, the solution .1� is the point at which (27)
and (28) coincide, and the corresponding i � can be obtained
from (26)

Fig. 8 shows how we can find such an iF� using the MVA
approximation and the stopping criterion. The solid line cor-
responds to (28), which can be calculated on-line by the stop-
ping criterion. The remaining two curves correspond to (27)
for different service capacities. Note that the meeting points
are approximately .��{� ° ó����<ØR7=ó bytes and .��{� �:9�î��<ØR7�ó
bytes for �º�b� ° � and �º�½�3î�î Mbps, respectively. Hence
from (26), we obtain ic�µ�c7�� for �e�d� ° � Mbps and ic�µ�;-
for � � �Aî�î Mbps. Note that the link utilization i � C	G�� in-
creases from 0.92 to 0.96 as the service capacity � increases
from 155Mbps to 622Mbps, as expected from statistical multi-
plexing.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the implications of «�q�l.B�$�	b and� � �l.B�$�	b for traffic modeling in more detail. First, we make some
observations:

e the value of «�q�H.n�$�	b for any fixed . and � depends only on
the shape of the function Ñ<�H��b within a finite time interval� ����� � �l.B�I�Yb�� , and not on the limiting behavior of Ñ<�H��b (and hence
the Hurst parameter).e In order to produce the same (*)%+E, .10 , the model should
be able to capture the correlations of lags up to � � �l.B�$�	b , not the
DTS. Specifically, suppose that we know all the statistics for the
Gaussian input process 
µ� and that, for a given buffer size and
utilization, we calculate the DTS «�q�l.B�$�	b and its upper bound� � �H.n�$�	b . Now, we generate another stationary Gaussian processV � whose mean and correlations are the same as those of 
 �
up to the DTS. Then, in this case, the undetermined region ofÑ<�H��b for �ã,e«�q�H.B�I�Yb might change the location of the DTS for
the process V � . However, if we match the mean and variance
of the V � process up to the upper bound � � �l.B�$�	b of 
 � , instead
of the DTS itself, then by Theorem 1, these two processes will
give the same DTS «�q�l.B�I�Yb and ¢ £ �$«�p�l.B�$�	b�b , no matter how the
correlations of lags beyond � � �l.B�I�Yb behave.

For LRD processes, we generally haveÑ<�H��b*ý5ÎQ� £�í � £ �
where �9o î�Ë�å â � is the Hurst parameter. Qualitatively, we
can see that Ñ<�H��b tends to decrease slowly as å increases, which
makes «�q�H.n�$�	b and � � �l.B�$�	b larger. (For instance, «�q�H.B�I�Yb��ím � í N � for fBm processes.) Since � � �l.B�$�	b is finite for any given. and � , the long range dependence property by itself does not
change the buffer distribution. Instead, it exerts its influence on
the value of «�q�l.B�I�Yb by which the buffer behavior is determined.
This explains why the overflow probability is so different for
a fixed Short Range Dependent (SRD) model and LRD model.
Note that for any given . , we can always find an SRD model that
has similar correlations up to � � �H.n�$�	b and hence induces a sim-
ilar overflow probability. In this sense the LRD model should
be considered as just one of the different ways of modeling real
traffic, rather than the only model we have in order to match(*)%+-,/.10 .

Another observation worth mentioning is that we can use
the parameter � � �l.B�I�Yb as a unit time of traffic reordering while
maintaining the same (*)%+ ,k.B0 . Suppose that we divide the
incoming packet stream into successive blocks of size � � �l.B�$�	b
and then rearrange the blocks while the order within a block re-
mains untouched. These operations called “external shuffling”
[3] have been used to verify the impact of LRD on queueing
performance. Note that these operations do not change the its
marginal distribution and correlations up to � � �H.n�$�	b , hence the
buffer overflow probability is also the same, as suggested by the
MVA approximation. Also note that the order of blocks need not
be random since correlations of lags larger than � � �H.B�I�Yb have no
effect on «�q�l.B�$�	b and ¢ £ �I«�q�H.n�$�	b�b .

Our results also find some applications in LRD traffic model-
ing. Previous attempts to find a suitable model of the real LRD
traffic and to analyze the buffer based on the model always re-
quire the estimation of the Hurst parameter å , even for the sim-
plest model such as fractional Brownian motion. However, our
results suggest that we do not have to estimate å at all in order
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to find the buffer distribution. Further, it is also implied that the
so-called “variance-time plot,” which has been used for the es-
timation of å [1], already contains all the information we need
for overflow probability. Hence, estimating å is more costly
than all the steps we use for calculation of the DTS and the re-
sulting buffer overflow probability, via the stopping criterion.

Finally, since we use a measurement-analytic approach to es-
timate the overflow probability, it should be pointed out that our
work can be applied to any multiplexing point in a network. In
other words, our method enables us to calculate the performance
by directly measuring the traffic at the point of interest, without
having to worry about the complications in a purely analytical
approach of having to characterize the departure processes, rout-
ing, etc.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have developed a measurement-analytic ap-
proach for estimating the overflow probability at the multiplex-
ing point of interest, in the network. Our approach assumes that
the input traffic can be characterized by a very general class of
Gaussian processes, and hence is applicable to systems where a
moderate to large number of traffic sources are multiplexed. Our
work is motivated by the fact that for estimating QoS parameters
that correspond to rare events such as the overflow probability,
we require a combined measurement and analytical framework.
The dominant time scale is useful in our framework because it
makes it possible to transforms the problem of measuring rare
events to one of measuring the input traffic itself over a finite
time window. However, a seemingly impossible difficulty with
this approach is that the dominant time scale is itself defined
in terms of the variance of the traffic over all time. We show
how to break this “chicken and an egg” type of cycle and find
a bound for the dominant time scale. We investigate the tight-
ness of this bound and provide numerical examples to illustrate
our measurement-analytic approach. We also provide some in-
teresting insights gained from using our approach. Since our
approach only requires a finite window of measurements (usu-
ally small, depending of course on the dominant time scale and
its bound), it has significant value from an on-line measurement
point of view and differs from works in the literature that require
knowledge of the entire trace of the traffic.

We are currently investigating ways of extending our results
for on-line estimation of delay distributions in the case of pri-
ority and generalized processor sharing types of service disci-
plines.
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